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Abstract. An ongoing discussion revolves around the question of what effect hydrogenation has on carbon
backbone fragmentation in Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs). In order to shed more light on
this issue, we have measured absolute single carbon loss cross sections in collisions between native or
hydrogenated pyrene cations (C16H
+
10+m,m = 0, 6, 16) and He as functions of center-of-mass energies
all the way down to 20 eV. Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations give further insight into
energy transfer processes and also yield m-dependent threshold energies for prompt (femtoseconds) carbon
knockout. Such fast, non-statistical fragmentation processes dominate CHx-loss for native pyrene (m=0),
while much slower statistical fragmentation processes contribute significantly to single-carbon loss for the
hydrogenated molecules (m = 6 and m = 16). The latter is shown by measurements of large CHx-loss
cross sections far below the MD knockout thresholds for C16H
+
16 and C16H
+
26.
PACS. XX.XX.XX No PACS code given
1 Introduction
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are believed to
be present throughout the interstellar medium and to con-
tribute to the so called Aromatic Infrared Bands (AIBs)
in a range of astrophysical objects [1,2,3]. Production and
destruction mechanisms of PAHs in astrophysical environ-
ments are therefore of large interest and have been the sub-
ject of recent intense theoretical and experimental research
[3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20]. In space,
PAHs may be excited through photo-absorption processes,
or in collisions with electrons or heavy particles (ions/atoms).
In many such cases there is enough time (picoseconds)
for the internal energy to distribute over all vibrational
degrees of freedom before the PAHs cool down through
emission of photons, electrons, and/or fragments. Then
any fragmentation process will be statistical, favouring the
lowest-energy dissociation channels which are H- and/or
C2H2-loss for native PAHs [12,21].
In addition, close interactions such as those between a
colliding He atom and individual atoms in the PAH may
transfer enough energy for prompt single-atom knockout.
This occurs on femtosecond timescales, long before the
energy has had time to distribute statistically over the
molecular system and may therefore be referred to as
non-statistical fragmentation [22,23,24,25,26]. Here one
should note that the present definitions of statistical and
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Fig. 1. Molecular structures of pyrene (C16H10, left),
hexahydropyrene (C16H16, center) and hexadecahydropyrene
(C16H26, right). The native pyrene is completely planar with
only aromatic sp2-type bonds while hydrogenation leads to
weaker sp3-type single bonds and non-planar structures. Top
row: Face-on views of the three molecules. Bottom row: Side
views of the molecules.
non-statistical processes relate to the fragmentation step
only. The distributions of impact parameters in the ex-
citing atom-molecule collisions are random in both cases.
The energy transfers in these collisions must be substan-
tially greater than the relevant fragmentation barriers for
the decay to proceed within microseconds (the present
experimental timescale). The so produced fragments will
then themselves carry substantial excitation energies, which
may lead to secondary statistical fragmentation processes
[24,25].
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2 M. Wolf et al.: Hydrogenated pyrene: Statistical single-carbon loss below the knockout threshold
A very interesting issue concerns the study of the ef-
fect of hydrogenation on the stability of the PAH carbon
backbone. Hydrogenation of PAHs results in two coun-
teracting effects. On one hand, the related conversion of
unsaturated bonds to single bonds weakens the carbon
backbone of the molecule (see Fig. 1). On the other hand,
the binding energies for the additional hydrogen atoms are
smaller than for the native ones and depend on the degree
of hydrogenation [27]. Loosing these additional H-atoms
may then cool the remaining PAH system.
Reitsma et al. recently presented an experimental study
on H-loss from native and hydrogenated coronene (C24H12+m,
m = 0–7) following soft X-ray absorption [28]. They found
that the hydrogenated molecule lost fewer of its native hy-
drogen atoms than native coronene (m = 0) for a given
photon energy. They also found that this effect increased
with the degree of hydrogenation and concluded that hy-
drogenation has a net protective effect on the carbon back-
bone for PAHs of any size [28]. However, Gatchell et al.
[21] later found that hydrogenation does not always pro-
tect PAHs from fragmentation. They showed that hydro-
genation leads to larger probabilities for carbon backbone
fragmentation in collisions between C16H
+
10+m (m = 0, 6,
and 16) and He [21].
Here, we present experimental results for collisions be-
tween native (m = 0) or hydrogenated (m > 0) pyrene
cations (see Fig. 1) and He for a wide range of center-
of-mass energies of 20–200 eV in order to investigate the
threshold behaviours of the fragmentation processes in de-
tail. From the mass spectra and primary beam attenuation
measurements we extract absolute backbone and CHx-loss
cross sections as functions of energy. In addition, we have
performed classical MD simulations of collisions between
C16H10+m (m = 0, 6, 16) and He in the time range of
100 femtoseconds. The experimental and MD-results show
that native and hydrogenated pyrene molecules fragment
very differently in collisions with He atoms for collision
energies below 50 eV. This is fully consistent with the
idea that the weakening of the carbon backbone is a much
more important effect than the increase in heat capacity
as pyrene is hydrogenated.
2 Experimental Details
The measurements were conducted with the setup shown
in Fig. 2, which is a part of the DESIREE facility [?,29]
at Stockholm University. All three molecules (Fig 1) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The molecules are dissolved
separately together with silver nitrate in methanol and di-
chloromethane and ionized in an ElectroSpray Ionization
(ESI) source. The ions from the ESI source are transported
through a heated capillary into an ion funnel. After the
ion funnel the ions are guided through a beamline consist-
ing of an octupole ion trap, an octupole ion guide and a
quadrupole mass filter. Then the mass-selected ions enter
the acceleration stage between the potential of the high
voltage platform, which can be varied between 0.8 and 10
kV, and the interaction region with a gas cell on ground
potential. For the molecules studied here this results in
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup.
center-of-mass energies of 20–200 eV for collisions with He.
The ions collide with the helium target in the 4 cm long
gas cell at adjustable pressure. The pressure is measured
by means of a capacitance manometer. A set of deflectors
is used to separate the different charged fragments before
they hit a position sensitive, 40 mm diameter, double-
stack MCP detector. A more extensive description of the
experimental technique and setup can be found in Ref.
[31].
3 Simulation Details
We have performed simulations of collisions between He
and C16H10+m, m = 0, 6, 16, using classical Molecular Dy-
namics (MD) as implemented in the LAMMPS software
package [32,33]. In these simulations we have used the
reactive Tersoff potential [34,35] to model the intramolec-
ular bonds, and the breaking of C-C and C-H bonds.
The atomic parameters used in the Tersoff potential for C
atoms were obtained from Ref. [35] and the parameters for
H are from Ref. [36]. The mixing terms for C-H interac-
tions are from Ref. [16]. Interactions between the He pro-
jectile and the individual C and H atoms in the molecules
are modelled using the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL)
potential [37]. The ZBL potential models Rutherford-like
elastic scattering of screened atomic nuclei, which is the
dominant mechanism for energy transfer in the present
simulations for collisions of 15–200 eV [22].
Individual collision events are simulated in the fol-
lowing way: The optimized (using the Tersoff potential)
molecule (C16H10+m, m = 0, 6, or 16) is positioned with
its center-of-mass at the origin of a coordinate system.
For each collision the molecule is randomly rotated in
three dimensions around the origin. The He projectile
is then launched from a randomly generated position in
the z = 10 A˚ plane within a square that extends out to
x = ±6 A˚ and y = ±6 A˚ as indicated in Fig. 3. The He
atom follows a trajectory in the negative z-direction with
a velocity set to obtain the desired energy in the He+PAH
center-of-mass system. Using a time step of 10−17 s, each
individual trajectory is followed for 100 femtoseconds in
10,000 steps. At the end of the simulation the positions
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the MD simulations (see text).
and velocities of all atoms (the He atom and all the C and
H atoms) are recorded and analysed for bond cleavage.
This procedure is repeated for 10,000 random trajecto-
ries for each collision energy and for each one of the three
molecules in Fig. 1.
With these MD simulations we are able to study frag-
mentation on femtosecond timescales and distributions of
energy transfers to the molecular systems. There are two
aspects to take note of when comparing the experimental
results with the simulations. First, we only consider in-
teractions with the atomic nuclei in the simulations—not
scattering on the electrons. This means that the real en-
ergy transfers are larger than those calculated here at least
for the higher energies in our range. Second, the simula-
tions are for neutral molecules while the experiments are
for cations. The difference in charge should, however, have
little influence on the prompt fragmentation processes as
shown earlier [22].
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Fragmentation mass spectra of C16H
+
10, C16H
+
16,
and C16H
+
26
In Fig. 4 we show experimental mass spectra from colli-
sions between He and C16H
+
10+m with, from left to right,
m = 0, 6, and 16, at center-of-mass energies of ECM =
110, 50, and 20 eV. These spectra show a dominant peak
at the mass of the intact molecule (at 202, 208 and 218
amu, respectively).
For 110 eV C16H
+
10+He collisions, single carbon knock-
out gives the CHx-loss peak with 15 remaining carbon
atoms in a singly charged fragment [16,21]. This is a unique
fingerprint of a non-statistical fragmentation process. Sta-
tistical fragmentation of the heated molecules mainly leads
to H- and/or C2H2-loss, which have dissociation ener-
gies of about 5 eV [12,21]. Secondary fragmentation pro-
cesses may follow after a primary statistical C2H2-loss
or after primary non-statistical CHx-loss. Such secondary
fragmentation steps are mainly statistical and may result
in additional losses of, e.g., C2H2-units resulting in frag-
ments with 12 or 13 carbon atoms, respectively. For high
internal excitation energies, smaller fragments with less
than 12 carbon atoms may be produced. At 110 eV the
yield of fragments containing 13 and 14 C atoms increases
while the yield of fragments with less than 11 C atoms de-
creases when going from C16H
+
10 to C16H
+
16 (left and mid-
dle top panels in Fig. 4). This would indicate that there
is some cooling effect due to hydrogenation. Yet as it has
been shown before, the total carbon backbone fragmenta-
tion cross section increases between C16H
+
10 and C16H
+
16
[21]. The mass spectrum of fully hydrogenated C16H
+
26 at
110 eV displays a very different—much flatter—fragment
distribution, which most likely is due to the conversion of
all aromatic C-C bonds to single bonds [21].
As can be seen in the bottom left panel of Fig. 4, 20 eV
C16H
+
10+He collisions do not lead to direct single carbon
knockout and fragment peaks with odd numbers of car-
bon atoms are no longer visible. The completely dom-
inant fragmentation mechanism is then statistical frag-
mentation of internally heated molecules, which—as dis-
cussed above—predominantly occurs through H- and/or
C2H2-losses [12,21]. The decrease in transferred energy
between 50 eV and 20 eV (middle and lower rows in Fig.
4) suppresses multiple secondary fragmentation steps for
all three molecules and leads to increases in the yields of
fragments with 14 and 12 carbon atoms while lighter frag-
ments become less important especially for C16H
+
10 and
C16H
+
16. Note that there still is a clear signal of fragments
with odd numbers of carbon atoms (13 and 15) for C16H
+
16
at 20 eV.
The spectrum for 20 eV C16H
+
26+He collisions in the
lower right panel exhibits a flat intensity distribution with-
out any clearly dominating peaks. Here we also still see
fragments with even and odd numbers of carbon atoms.
This can be understood as the weakening of the carbon
backbone through hydrogenation gives dissociation ener-
gies as low as 1.60 eV for CH3-loss and 2.02 eV for H-loss
for C16H
+
26 in recent density functional theory calculations
[21]. These energies are lower than those for C2Hx-loss [21]
and the initial steps of carbon backbone fragmentation
will then often be statistical CHx-loss.
4.2 Absolute CHx-loss cross sections
In Fig. 5 we show comparisons between cross sections from
classical MD simulation for direct single carbon knockout
for the neutral molecules and the present experimental
CHx-loss cross sections for the corresponding cations on
an absolute scale. The experimental cross sections for each
center-of-mass energy are deduced from the area under
the nC = 15-peaks in the mass spectra. The curves in
Fig. 5 are fits to the analytical expression for the carbon
knockout cross section
σKO =
A/ECM
pi2 arccos−2(
√
Eth/ECM )− 4
(1)
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Fig. 4. Mass spectra for collisions between C16H
+
10+m (m = 0, 6, 16) and helium at ECM = 110 eV (top row), ECM = 50 eV
(center row) and ECM = 20 eV (bottom row). The labels give the number of carbon atoms, nC, in the fragment peaks. The
insets in the top row shows the molecular structures for m = 0 (native pyrene), m = 6 (6 additional H-atoms) , and m = 16
(16 additional H atoms).
as given in Ref. [25]. The factor A and the threshold en-
ergy for knockout, Eth, are treated as free parameters.
The threshold energies for the best fits are shown in Ta-
ble 1 for the MD simulations (all three molecules in Fig.
1) and for the experimental results (C16H
+
10 only). The
displacement energy for an isolated PAH molecule is de-
fined as the energy transfer at the knockout threshold. In
our case, when we study collisions between He atoms and
PAH cations this can also be taken as the energy loss of
the He atom, ∆EHe, at this particular energy. In Table 1,
we give Semi-Empirical (SE) displacement energies, TSEdisp,
which are based on fits of Eq. (1) to the present experi-
mental data and MD-simulations of ∆EHe as functions of
He-PAH center-of-mass collision energy (cf. Fig. 4 in Ref.
[25]). We also give displacement energies that are fully
based on the MD-simulations, TMDdisp , in Table 1. There,
we have fitted the expression in Eq. (1) to the absolute
MD-cross section for CHx-loss and used it together with
the MD result for the energy loss of the He atom.
The threshold and displacement energies from the MD
simulations decrease with increasing degree of hydrogena-
tion. This is due to the weakening of the C-C bonds. The
experimental results for C16H
+
10 [25] (top panel, Fig 5)
compare favourably with the MD simulations for single
carbon knockout from C16H10. This shows that CHx-loss
is indeed mainly the result of prompt knockout and that
the cross section for this process is negligible below some
threshold energy [25]. Statistical fragmentation does not
seem to play a role for CHx-loss from C16H10, which is
consistent with calculations of a higher dissociation energy
for CH-loss (7.10 eV) than for H- (5.16 eV) and C2H2-loss
(6.30 eV) from Ref. [21]. In addition, single-carbon loss
seems to be associated with high fragmentation barriers
as suggested by the large displacement energies in Table
1.
In the middle and lower panels of Fig. 5 we show the
results for C16H
+
16/C16H16 and C16H
+
26/C16H26, respec-
tively. Here, the lowest dissociation energies correspond
to those for CH3-loss at 2.26 eV and 1.60 eV for C16H
+
16
and C16H
+
26, respectively [21]. The fact that our measured
cross sections for CHx-loss do not decrease below the MD-
thresholds for knockout for C16H
+
16 and C16H
+
26 strongly
indicates that these fragmentation processes mainly are
statistical. When comparing the absolute MD-simulation
and experimental CHx-loss cross sections, one should note
that the former only includes non-statistical fragmenta-
tion while the latter can also include statistical fragmen-
tation. This results in the discrepancies visible in the ab-
solute values for the hydrogenated molecules.
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Fig. 5. Experimental (filled symbols) absolute cross sections
for CHx-loss in He-C16H
+
10+m collisions as functions of center-
of-mass energy ECM . The corresponding MD-results are shown
as open symbols for m = 0 (top panel), m = 6 (middle), and
m = 16 (bottom). Note that the simulated cross sections do
not include effects of secondary fragmentation following the ini-
tial CHx knockout. For hydrogenated pyrene, the experimental
cross sections leading to CHx-loss are dominated by statistical
fragmentation processes (middle and lower panel), while non-
statistical (knockout) fragmentation dominates CHx-loss for
native pyrene (top panel). The solid and dashed lines are fits
to Eq. (1) for the MD and C16H
+
10-experimental (top panel)
data, respectively.
4.3 Internal energy distributions
In Fig. 6 we show our MD results for the energy trans-
fers to native (left panels) and hydrogenated (middle and
right panels) pyrene molecules following collisions with He
at center-of-mass energies of 110 eV (top row) and 27 eV
(bottom row). The black bars show the full energy-transfer
distributions, while the red bars show the parts of these
distributions that lead to prompt single carbon knockout.
Table 1. Single carbon knockout thresholds obtained through
fits of Eq. (1) to the experimental and MD simulation results in
Fig. 5. The experimental results for pyrene (C16H
+
10) are based
on data from Ref. [25]. Shown are also Semi Empirical (SE)
and MD displacement energies—the energy losses of the He
atom at the experimental and MD knockout thresholds [21].
PAH EExpth (eV) E
MD
th (eV) T
SE
disp (eV) T
MD
disp (eV)
C16H10 35.8± 0.9 41.6± 0.6 26.4± 0.5 28.8± 0.3
C16H16 - 35.4± 0.7 - 24.9± 0.4
C16H26 - 29.3± 0.7 - 21.1± 0.4
Included are only results for collisions where energy equal
to or above the lowest dissociation channel of the cation is
transferred. Prompt carbon knockout from C16H10 occurs
at 110 eV collision energy but not at 27 eV as can be seen
in the leftmost panels of Fig. 6. In both of these cases, how-
ever, energies well above the roughly 5 eV required for sta-
tistical fragmentation (H- and C2H2-loss) are often trans-
ferred. For C16H
+
16, the lowest energy dissociation channel
is CH3-loss at 2.26 eV [21]. This gives a much higher prob-
ability for statistical fragmentation than in the C16H10/
C16H
+
10 case. That is, a much larger fraction of all colli-
sions leads to internal energies above the lowest dissocia-
tion energy for C16H16/C16H
+
16 than for C16H10/C16H
+
10.
This means that statistical fragmentation indeed should
become much more likely for hydrogenated than for native
pyrene.
The two panels to the right in Fig. 6 show the distribu-
tions for C16H26, with the even lower lowest dissociation
energy of the cation, 1.60 eV for CH3-loss [21]. The con-
tribution from carbon knockout from collisions at 110 eV
is again similar to the other molecules, but the fraction
of events leading to single carbon knockout is significantly
larger than for C16H10 and C16H16 at 27 eV. The fraction
of collisions which transfer energies above the dissocia-
tion limit is even higher for C16H26 than for C16H16. The
results for the hydrogenated molecules show that the en-
ergies transferred in the collisions with He are very similar
to those for native pyrene—the main difference is that the
dissociation energies are much lower for the hydrogenated
molecules. This favours statistical fragmentation in these
cases and makes CHx-loss possible for collision energies
far below the thresholds for knockout.
5 Summary and conclusions
We have shown, by comparing experimental results with
classical molecular dynamics simulations, that collision in-
duced carbon backbone fragmentation is governed by very
different processes when pyrene is hydrogenated and when
it is not. For native pyrene individual carbon atoms may
be knocked out promptly in fast non-statistical fragmenta-
tion processes. This may also occur for hydrogenated py-
rene, but here it is also possible to break the carbon back-
bone through CHx-loss channels with very low dissocia-
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Fig. 6. Distributions of the energy transfers to the molecular systems in collisions between He and C16H10+m (m = 0, 6, 16)
at ECM = 110 eV (top row) and ECM = 27 eV (bottom row) from our MD simulations. Insets show zoom-ins of the subset of
collisions that lead to the prompt knockout of one C atom (in red). The distributions only show results for collisions with energy
transfers above the lowest dissociation channel of the cation. These channels are H-loss (5.16 eV, C16H
+
10), CH3-loss (2.26 eV,
C16H
+
16) and CH3-loss (1.60 eV, C16H
+
26) [21].
tion energies. This is shown explicitly through direct ob-
servations of significant CHx-loss cross sections far below
the carbon knockout thresholds at EMDth = 35.4 ± 0.7 eV
and 29.3 ± 0.7 eV for C16H16 and C16H26, respectively.
These are statistical fragmentation channels which should
be dominant regardless of how the molecules are excited.
Thus one can expect that hydrogenation would weaken
PAHs also in photo-absorption processes. At least this
would most likely be the case for pyrene. Remaining ques-
tions are if the situation is the same also for larger PAHs,
like coronene, and how different numbers of added hydro-
gen atoms influence the stability.
Although the MD results suggest that prompt atom
knockouts from hydrogenated PAHs are equally important
first step processes as for fully aromatic PAHs we find no
clear experimental fingerprints for this. The reason is that
the so formed fragments do not survive on our experimen-
tal timescale of microseconds. Further it will also be dif-
ficult to directly observe non-statistical fragmentation in
more complex systems where the bonds may have more of
sp3 characters such as e.g. biomolecules. However, it may
be possible to observe such effects when biomolecules or
hydrogenated PAHs are embedded in a surrounding (clus-
ter) environment which may act as a cooling agent and a
provider of building blocks for molecular growth processes
[20]. This calls for further studies of knockout driven frag-
mentation processes and secondary reactions.
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